August 8, 2018

Hot, Wet, Steamy
I bet you think it's another southern weather report. Well it's not, but it could be. These also remind me of
dying yarn. We're still working and planning toward having our own colors for the shop. Takes a lot of
planning and practicing and scrutinizing to come up with exactly the look we want, but we are willing to go
the distance. And going the distance is what it's all about: keeping a goal in mind and working towards
that goal.
And for knitters, there can be a plethora of goals regarding yarn and needles and projects present, past
and future. Hope we can add that special KNP yarn to your stash soon!

Visit our Website

Two More Winners

Our special drawing from our Christmas
in July sale goes to Lynn Dunn. Lynn has
won a set of Knitter's Pride Nova Cubics,
Platina. An interchangeable deluxe set.

The winner of our drawing for July goes
to Rebecca Morrison. Rebecca has won
the Staggered Shawl kit which includes
the pattern and three balls of Bamboo
Pop!

KAL or CAL, We have both!

Friday, August 10, Ingrid will begin her CAL

Saturday, August 11, our first Christmas

for the Malia Shoulder Bag.

Accessory KAL will begin. Check KNP's Ravelry
Page for more information and/or our
Facebook Page. Molly will be in charge!

Yarn of the Month: Modern Cotton
Made in a palette of sophisticated
neutrals and cheerful brights, Modern
Cotton is a blend of Pima Cotton and
Modal Rayon, beautifully twisted to
showcase stitch patterns and a soft hand.
Modern Cotton is a worsted weight that
gets 5 stitches to an inch, and uses a US
7 (4.5 mm) needle.

Modern Cotton

Store Hours
Tuesday - Saturday
10 AM - 5 PM
Knit N Purl, Myrtle Beach, SC 29577
STAY CONNECTED

